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Abstract— Day to day energy demand is increasing in 

automotive industry. Because of that problems occurring 

such as, lack of fossil fuels and the pollution generated from 

the use of the fossil fuels. Now, automotive industry needs 

some alternative system or technology which is not depends 

on the fossil fuels and also not produces air pollutants. 

Combined human and electric powered vehicle could be a 

good example of such kind of alternative solution and we can 

use it in future for small distance transportation. Efficycle is 

hybrid vehicle which is electric and human powered. It is an 

eco- friendly vehicle. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Efficycle vehicle is a 3 wheeled hybrid vehicle 

comprising of the tadpole arrangement. The vehicle has 

compromised the linkage steering (Ackerman steering), it has 

manual, motor and hybrid transmission, fork and mono shock 

suspension, and hydraulic braking system. 

II. SELECTION & DESIGN OF SUB-SYSTEMS 

Selection of the drive train includes the sprockets, chains, 

intermediate shafts, motor, gear cassette. Motor is selected on 

basis of torque, speed and battery is selected keeping in mind 

the endurance time, weight and cost and maintenance. 

 Selection of the steering system was done 

considering light weight system, the linkage steering is used 

(Ackerman steering), it has 1:1 ratio, the steering is 

constructed in such a way keeping in mind the natural 

tendency of human while steering the vehicle 

 Selection of the suspension, forks and mono-shock, 

the fork is selected as it is light weight, easy to select 

according to the terrain and the vehicle run. Mono shock is 

selected which takes lot of load as the distribution of weight 

is more at rear after drivers seated Selection of the braking 

system was done for better quality, cycle hydraulic brakes are 

selected. 

 Selection of wheels was done considering that the 

terrain will be a mix of smooth and rough roads, although 

thinner tyres would create less friction, they would provide 

less stability to the vehicle. Wider tyres would provide more 

stability but would be more tiresome for the drivers to pedal. 

Hence we have decided to use an option which would provide 

the best of both worlds, tyres of 40mm width and 20 inch 

diameter will be used at the front and the rear tyre will be of 

29 inches diameter. 

A. Drivetrain - Human 

Vehicle has chain drive for human transmission as it more 

efficiency and less costly. Driver crank sprockets will be 

OEM type having 48 teeth and Driven sprockets have 18 

teeth. This system is same for both the drivers. Power will be 

transferred from pedals to rear wheel through intermediate 

shaft. 

 

1) Gear Ratios 

From pedal to intermediate shaft 

Number of teeth on driver sprocket (T1) = 48 Number of teeth 

on driven sprocket (T2) = 18 

Gear ratio = T1 /T2 

= 48 / 18 

=2.66 

From intermediate shaft to rear axel on drive wheel 

Number of teeth on sprocket (T3) = 18 

Number of teeth on sprocket (T4) = 18 

Gear ratio = T3/T4 = 18/18 

G.R. = 1 

2) Acceleration Calculation 

Assuming max speed of human drive 30 kmph 

V=30 kmph 

= 8.33 m/s 

Using kinematic relations, 

V2 =u2 +2as 

Where, 

V=final speed U=initial speed a=acceleration 

s= distance 

8.332=u2+2 a*70 a=0.4960 m/s2 

S=u*t + (1/2) at2 

70=u*t+(1/2)*0.4960*t2 

t=16.80 sec (1) 

Velocity, 

V=d/t 

t=d/v 

t=30/8.33 

t=3.60 sec……..(2) 

Total time=16.80+3.60 sec using (1) and (2) 

T = 20.40sec 

3) Gradeability 

A normal person can apply 800 N force on pedal during hill 

climbing by feet. 

Force (F) = 800 N 

Arm length (L) = 170 mm 

Torque applied on crank (T) 

T=F×L 

=800×0.17 

T =136Nm 

Tractive force (Fz) 

FZ = (2×π×Tm× 0.9 ×G.R.) / (2×π× 𝑟) FZ=123N 

Gradeability in percent (P) 

P=100× ( FZ/ (9.81×GZ))-0.015 

=100×(123) / (9.81× 220) 

P=5.03% 

Angle of inclination (𝜃) 

Tan 𝜃 =P/100 

𝜃=tan-1(5.03/100) 

𝜃 = 3.230 
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Fig. 1: Manual Transmission 

B. Drive Train - Electric 

OEM BLDC Motor of 400W 48volt and 30Ahrs having 

gearbox of reduction 1/10 and controlled by throttle is 

selected. To drive this motor will be using 48 volts and 

30Ahrs Li-ion battery. Battery run time is 2.7 hrs considering 

battery efficiency 90%. Battery status will be monitored by 

BMS. We have used chain drive of 9*3 cassette for 

transmitting power from motor to rear wheel. 

Drive Train - Electric 

1) Gear Ratios 

We are using 9×3 speed cassette for variation of speed and 

torque of motor .Using this variation we can achieve 

27different gear ratio. So, with the help of it we can select 

specific gear ratio as per our requirement. 

2) Acceleration 

Assuming max speed by motor 25 kmph 

V=25 kmph= 6.94 m/s 

Using kinematic relations, 

V2 =u2 +2as Where, 

V=final speed U=initial speed a=acceleration s= distance 

6.942 = u2+2 a*50 a=0.48 m/s2 

S= u*t + (1/2) at2 

50 = (1/2)*0.34*t2 

T1 =14.43……(1) 

V=d/t 

t=d/v 

t=50/6.94 

T2 =7.20 sec……..(2) 

Total time= 14.4 + 7.20….. Using (1) and (2) 

T = 24.61 sec 

3) Gradeability 

Torque available at motor =25 Nm 

Tractive Force (Fz) 

FZ = (2×π×Tmotor× 0.9 ×G.R.) / (2×π× 𝑟) FZ=94.15 N 

Gradeability in percent (P) 

P=100× (FZ / (9.81×GZ))-0.015 

=100 × (94.15 / (9.81× 220))-0.015 

P=4.347% 

Angle of inclination (𝜃): 

Tan 𝜃 =P/100 

𝜃=tan-1(4.347/100) 

𝜃 = 2.480 

4) Battery Run Time 

Voltage rating=48 V 

Battery capacity=30 Ahrs 

Load applied on battery (I) 

Power=V*I 

400=48*I I=8.33 

Amp~ 10Amp 

Assuming 

1) Max load 10 Amp 

2) Efficiency of battery 90-95% 

Discharge rate (C) 

C= (Battery capacity/load current)*Efficiency 

C= (30/10)*0.9 

C=2.7 Hrs 

 
Fig. 2: Motor Transmission 

C. Drive Train - Hybrid 

In hybrid drive we have provided human power and motor 

power to the rear wheel with the help of chain drive. Using 

this combine power, we get increase in speed and power. 

1) Acceleration 

Combine max speed 40 kmph 

V=40 kmph= 11.11 m/s 

Using kinematic relations 

V2 =u2 +2as 

Where, 

V=final speed U=initial speed a=acceleration 

s= distance 

11.112=u2+2 a*50 a=1.23m/s2 

S=ut + (1/2) at2 

50=(1/2)*1.23*t2 

t=9.01 sec……(1) 

Velocity , 

V=d/t 

t=d/v 

t=50/11.11 

t=4.50 sec……..(2) 

Total time=9.01+4.50….. using (1) and (2) 

= 13.51 sec 

2) Gradeability 

Tractive force (Fz) 

FZ = (2×π×(Tm+Tmotor) × 0.9 ×G.R.) / (2×π× 𝑟) 

FZ=204.21N 

Gradeability in percent: 

P=100× (FZ / (9.81×GZ))-0.015 

P=10.62% 

Angle of inclination 

Tan 𝜃 =P/100 

𝜃=tan-1(10.62/100) 

𝜃 = 5.390 

System kmph m/s 

Drive train electrical 25 6.94 

Drive train human 30 8.33 

Drive train hybrid 40 11.11 

Table 1: 
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D. Steering 

Primary function steering system is to achieve angular motion 

of front wheels to negotiate turn. This is done through 

linkages which convert rotary motion of steering wheel into 

angular motion of front road wheels. We have designed 

steering system to get minimum turning radius & less steering 

effort. 

1) Steering System Requirement 

Steering mechanism should be easy to handle. Efforts 

required to steer should be minimal. It should also provide 

directional stability (vehicle should have tendency to return 

to its straight ahead direction after turning). It must have self-

returning action and perfect rolling condition on steering to 

minimize tyre wear. 

2) Basic Steering Components 

1. Steering Handle 

3. 2. Rods (Vertical and Horizontal) 

4. 3. Crank 

5. 4. Connecting rod 

6. 5. Pitman arm 

7. 6. Tie rod 

8. 7. Steering arm 

9. 8. Stub axle 

3) Working of Steering System 

In vehicle’s steering mechanism, to steer tyre of our vehicle 

driver rotate handles which are pivoted bellow the seat. The 

motion from the handles transmitted to the horizontal rods 

and further to the Pitman. One rod from the Pitman is 

connected to the Knuckle, as pitman rotate about its pivoted 

point motion from pitman transmitted to the Knuckle from 

that rod and thus motion is transmitted to the wheel. 

Specification Value 

KPI 0 

Castor Angle 3 

Camber Angle 0 

Scrub Radius 0 

Steering Ratio 1:1 

Turning Radius 2717 

Table 2: 

 Steering System Design 

 Wheelbase (l) = 1320 mm . 

 Track width (w) = 1200 mm 

 Pivot to Pivot = 1200 mm 

 
Fig.3. Steering System 

4) Ackermann Angle Calculations 

From device mechanism, we get relation 

Tan α=w/ l 

where, w= track width 

l = wheel base 

Here α= Ackermann angle Hence, we got 

α=tan -1 (1.2/2∗1.320) 

α=24.440 

There is another relation, 

sin (α+𝜽) +sin(α-∅)=2sin α 

from above relation we have calculated ∅ for every 𝜽,keeping 

α constant. 

We have calculated outer radius for every θ, α & φ. ( 

We get constant values for w / l =1.2/1.32= 0.9090 

Thus, we have calculated (Cotφ-Cotθ) value for every α, φ, θ. 

Hence, selection of α is done on the basis of 

1) Where (Cot φ- Cot θ= w / l ) value matches with 0.9090 

2) Turning radius is minimum. 

3) By considering maximum turning angle of wheel which 

is achievable. 

Therefore, we get α= 27 degrees. 

Turning Radius Calculations: 

Max. ϴ = 54 deg. 

Max. Ф = 29.07 deg.(Validated values)  

Sin(29.07)=Wheelbase(1320)/Outer turning radius 

Therefore, Outer turning radius= 2717mm =2.717m 

E. Suspension 

Type of suspension: fork-Light weight, easy to select. 

Maximum travel taken as 100 mm to provide wheel the 

required travel, as it is required to climb the gradient easily , 

such system is used in cross country ,they are used in lung 

bursting event, and be first one to climb the grade. Rear 

suspension is mono-shock: which is used because it has 

capability of taking high load. 

1) Assumption 

 Weight of kerb without drivers and payload: 120kg 

 Considering weight distribution rear 60 percent and front 

40 percent 72kg on rear axle and 48 on the front axle 

 Center of gravity= wheelbase*(rear weight/total kerb) 

 CG=792mm 

 When vehicle accelerates the load from the front axle 

travels towards rear axle. When vehicle brakes the load 

from rear axle travels towards front axle. 

2) Acceleration Condition 

 Weight on the front wheels = total weight*(c/L –

ax/g*h/L) 

 250*(803.12/1320-1.23/9.81*792/1320) = 133.2kg 

 Weight on the rear wheel = total weight*(b/L +ax/g*h/L) 

 250*(616.8/1320+1.23/9.81*792/1320) = 136kg 

3) Braking Condition 

 Weight on the front wheels = total weight*(c/L 

+ax/g*h/L) 2 

 50*(803.12/1320+1.23/9.81*792/1320) = 170kg 

 Weight on the rear wheel = total weight*(b/L -ax/g*h/L) 

 250*(616.8/1320-1.23/9.81*792/1320) = 98kg 
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Fig. 4: Suspension 

F. Wheels & Tyres 

Wheels and tyres have been selected considering the terrain 

knowing that the terrain would be a mixture of both smooth 

and rough roads, hence we have decided to use durable alloy 

wheels which are aesthetic as well as strong enough to sustain 

the massive weights of the vehicle. Size of the front rim is 17 

inches diameter and the tyre will be of 40mm width and 

20inch diameter. Rear rim is of 27 inches diameter and the 

tyre is of 29 inches diameter and 40mm width. 

G. Braking System 

Brakes OEM type of TEKTRO DRAKO are selected. Type 

of braking system used will be hydraulic disc braking system. 

Front two wheels will be controlled by a single lever on the 

right hand side of the steering controller and rear wheel will 

be controlled by single lever on left hand lever of the steering 

controller 

1) Calculations for Braking System 

a) Deceleration (a) 

a= v2÷2S 

Where, V= 24 × (5÷18) m/s=6.67m/s 

S=Assumed stopping distance for brake test. 

a= 6.672÷(2×4) 

a= 5.56m/sec2 

b) Braking force (F) 

F= M*a 

Where, M= mass of vehicle 

F= 220*5.56 

F= 1223.457 N 

c) Braking Force per Disc (F) 

F= 1223.45÷3 

F= 407.81N 

d) Total Braking Force (BTF) 

(Btf)= Braking force×µ×2 

Where, 

µ= coefficient of friction between pad and rotor 

(Btf) =1223.457× 0.4×2 = 978.76N 

e) Total Braking Force per disc (BTF) 

(Btf) = 978.76÷3 

(Btf) = 326.2533N 

H. Seats 

Both the seats are in one piece seats and are attached to the 

roll cage at the bottom by 4 mounting tabs and to the back by 

2 mounting tabs. 

 The seat height is 600 mm for both the riders and the 

head restraints will be adjustable, attached to the seat by 

Velcro. The seat back angle is 25o approximately or could be 

slightly less. The back of the seat will be attached to the 

seatback member with the help of two mounting tabs and the 

base will be attached to the space provided for the seats with 

4 mounting tabs. It will be made of fibre glass and packing 

grade foam layers. We have used fibre glass for its strength 

and also it is light weight. The foam will be packing grade 

foam of thickness 1 inch. It is comfortable enough to support 

the riders for this season. We have used sheet metal to form 

the moulds. Then we had carried out the general procedure to 

mold fibre glass sheets. 

III. SAFETY FEATURES OF VEHICLE 

The roll cage is being given the 3 point seat belt for drivers 

safety, the moving rigid parts will be covered to protect the 

drivers, the roll cage is such designed that it provides the safe 

clearance to the drivers during collision, the drivers will be 

safe. The motor and the batteries are being covered properly 

to make sure its safety from external collision. Kill switch is 

provided which can be operated by both drivers. Fire 

extinguisher is provided. Wires are insulated. Drivers will be 

wearing helmets, guards while driving. 

IV. ERGONOMICS & COMFORT FEATURES 

The ergonomics includes the comfort of seats, the placing of 

the pedals with shoe cover provided on them to provide safety 

while driving from slipping of their feet. The hand holds are 

provided for the co-driver inside the vehicle. Overall 

subsystems are such designed that the driving person would 

feel the comfort and would easily have control over the 

vehicle. 

 
Fig. 5: Isometric View of Vehicle 

V. CONCLUSION 

The Efficycle was designed to decrease air and noise 

pollution. It is an eco-friendly human powered vehicle with 

an electric drive system. The focus has been laid on the 

simplicity of design, high performance, easy maintenance and 

safety at very reasonable prices. Human powered hybrid 

vehicle present the new milestone in the realm of “Green 

Technology”. 
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